CW LIFE SCIENCE

CW Life Science:
CW Life Science comprehensive portfolio of ERP services enables Life
Sciences organizations run consistent business processes across
locations, thus enhancing customer satisfaction, while reducing costs
and improving productivity.

Key Benefits of CW Life Science ERP:
 Reducing the time spent for implementing
compliances on regulatory requirements and
reducing the audits preparation time.

 Ensure to maintain product consistency by
keeping formulations consistent throughout the
product lifecycle

 Manage Clinical and trail histories
automatically

 Improve Production operations and Batch record
system

 Manage Contract Management

 Quickly adopt legal & regulatory requirements

 Control NCs and reporting on CAPA
implementation status

 Reduce Operational Costs

 Improve Clinical and Trail histories data
management

 Improve quality system operations

 Improve Inventory Management System

 Improve Supply Chain eﬃciencies

Consultancy Services:
 GMP Compliance
 FDA Compliance
 Pharma Regulatory Compliance
 Risk Management
 Bio Statistics
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Solutions
PRODUCTION :

Selection of Product and Design, Production
Process and selecting right Production
Capacity. Production Planning & Scheduling
and Production Control .

QUALITY CONTROL:

ASSET MANAGEMENT:
Systematic approach to the governance and
realization of value from the things that a group or
entity is responsible for, over their whole life cycles.
Systematic process of developing, operating,
maintaining, upgrading, and disposing of assets in
the most cost-eﬀective manner.

Ensure product consistency, meet internal
standards . Also ensuring the quality and SALES:
safety of the products by Governing The software automatically generates all kinds of
guidelines. Help to Prevent the recalls by orders namely quotation-based orders, direct orders
and consignment orders. It facilitates easy
backward and forward lot traceability.
management of the orders, big and small and track
PROCUREMENT:
service orders with high level of accuracy. The
Generation of Purchase Order. Contract software helps in tracking of the pending shipments
management with procurement module, role and that which have to be made on the same day.
as the
nancial hub of the business.
Procurement modules allow the assignment of QUALITY ASSURANCE:
second sources to each supplier. Supporting to Ensures for preventing mistakes and defects in
Supplier audits. To perform Supplier manufactured products and avoiding problems when
delivering solutions or services to customers.
Relationship Management.
Non-Conformance/deviation handling across ERP and
INVENTORY:
To ensure proper planning of production and EDMS systems - integrated control of deviations and
replenishment needs. Ensures to track the rm’s CAPAs. Control all aspects of a document’s lifecycle
production and inventory cycle, and also with full traceability.
coordinates with suppliers and third-party
logistics systems. Helps to cut down costs
through better inventory planning. Growth
without adding a substantial amount of
hardware or system expenses and expand the
customer base.

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT:

Managing the ow of goods and services and includes
all processes that transform raw materials into nal
products. The active streamlining of a business's
supply-side activities to maximize customer value and
gain a competitive advantage in the marketplace.
Decrease operational errors and bottlenecks. Provide
MAINTENANCE:
Ensure to control costs, schedule work properly exibility to meet changing market demands.
and eﬃciently, and the company complies with R & D:
all regulations. Collect signals from the process Its capability to involve in product testing and
and let these signals alert when need to development without disturbing or interfering with the
maintain. Ensure to provide statistics data and current production. Makes it possible to meet
information within a maintenance system with customers’ speci c requirement. Ensures meeting
the best basis for making wise and long-term targeted physical properties & cost
decisions based on facts and not gut feeling.

Exceloid Other Solutions
CW HRMS | CW Manufacturing | CW Construction | IT Services
CW Analytics | CW Distribution | CW Retail | Agri Tech| FinTech
Infra Management Services

